LYNDSIE SCOGGIN
IMMERSIVE DESIGNS & PRODUCTION

SKILLS
Escape Room Game Designing
Team Building
Performance Trained
Audio/ Video Editing

PROFILE
I am a creative storyteller who is
passionate about developing
immersive experiences. Since 2010,

Basic Technical Theatre (Set Design, Costuming & Props)
Access Full Theatrical Resume HERE

PORTFOLIO

I've been exploring immersion as a
story-experiencing platform and now
enjoy collaborating with companies to
develop various forms of interactive

GAME DESIGNER/DEVELOPER
THE GREAT REDEMPTION ESCAPE ROOM
DECEMBER 2016- CURRENT

entertainment.

I designed and am currently building The Great Redemption's new immersive

PERSONAL QUALITIES

game & puzzle design, storyboarding, working with with contractors, audio

Self Motivated

game involving a girl, a kidnapping, and a case of Mistaken Identity. Duties include
design, building props and set pieces, conducting meetings, and creative
oversight of the project.

Entrepreneurial Mindset
Click for Samples

Creative Vision
Good Communicator
Extremely Organized

CREATIVE PRODUCER
SAFEHOUSE '77

CONTACT

MAY 2017- CURRENT

Mobile: 951-768-0862

Safehouse '77 is a site-specific interactive show with a mixture of historical and

Email: LyndsieScoggin@outlook.com

pop-cultural influences. Created for only 10 participants, audiences explore and

825 Maitland Privado

inhabit a fully-designed space that captures the sexy, shaggy spirit of Los Angeles

Ontario, CA 91762

in the '70s along with the suspense of a spy thriller. The tracks really allow
audiences to build relationships with the characters, and we included elements of
gamification- as participants ultimately become the spies! Duties include assisting
the Executive Producer on all creative elements including writing, set design,
experience design, building custom props, audio, casting, and directing.

Click for Samples

EXPERIENCE DESIGNER
JAPANESE CULTURAL INSTITUTE
SUMMER 2017
Teaming up with game designer and JCI volunteer Randall Fujimoto, we've set out
to produce an immersive theatre escape room for the institute. Based off of the
1940's Japanese Internment Camps, this experience is designed to educate
players. Duties include designing an educational experience, ensuring historical
accuracy, storyboarding, and creative collaboration.

Click for Samples

STORY/ THEMING CONSULTANT
MOBILE ESCAPE ROOM LA
SUMMER 2016
Mr. MacGuffin's Cocktail Party is an escape room experience housed inside of a
portable trailer. I teamed up with Mobile Escape Room LA to bring this game to
life. Duties included audio/voiceover work, game flow, story development,
building props and set pieces, as well as general advisory.

Click for Samples

